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On this website, you can find the complete menu of The Supreme Buffet from Hagerstown. Currently, there
are 17 courses and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about The Supreme Buffet:
absolutely loved this place. we went nicely too late before they closed and the food was fresh and hot. Cancer,
mush, salmon, various garnel, crabs and other meeres fruits. every lo my and fried rice fried chicken, suppen,
steak, tons gloomy. they even had pizza and nuggets. the plucked chicken, plucked garnel and cattle broccoli

were my favorites. the waiting staff is fun and friendly. the children enjoyed to foot a... read more. The premises
in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities.

What User doesn't like about The Supreme Buffet:
I haven't been here for a few years and I was excited to be here tonight. Unfortunately, I was disappointed from

the beginning. I was on the hostess and another arguing. after sitting it went to the buffet. eating was very varied
with 4 buffets and a private grill and sushi. eating was less than satisfying. the cancers weren't fed and the

cancers were fried as soft peel to be edible, maybe? the filled mushrooms were... read more. In the kitchen of
The Supreme Buffet in Hagerstown, traditional meals are prepared with typical Asian spices delicious, and a lot

of fresh vegetables, fish and meat are used to cook healthy Japanese meals. You can also look forward to tasty
vegetarian cuisine, You shouldn't miss the opportunity to try the crispy and crunchy pizza, baked fresh in an

original manner.
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Salad�
SALAD

Appet�er�
NUGGETS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Mai� course�
CRAB

SUSHI

Ho� drink�
HOT TEA

TEA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

MUSSELS

PIZZA

ICE CREAM

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

SHRIMP

BROCCOLI

CHICKEN

CHEESE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -21:30
Tuesday 11:00 -21:30
Wednesday 11:00 -21:30
Thursday 11:00 -21:30
Friday 11:00 -22:00
Saturday 11:00 -22:00
Sunday 11:00 -21:30
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